PLUG-IN BUNDLE
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LXP NATIVE REVERB BUNDLE
A COLLECTION OF FINELY CRAFTED REVERB PLUG-INS
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You’ve just wrapped up tracking with artists that are on the brink of breaking into the game. You start mixing when
you realize you are craving more, the ability to envelope your mix with that “magical space” that delivers the clarity,
depth and fullness that can only be created when recording in a major studio. So you turn to the most trusted name in
reverb to achieve the ultimate sound. Lexicon’s LXP Native Reverb Bundle provides your music with an engaging aura
that brings it to life by placing it in the perfect resonant space.
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Lexicon processors have become staples in the studio, on stage
productions, as well as in every top post-production facility. Now Lexicon
has complemented the finest hardware processors with the best software
plug-ins available. The LXP Native Reverb Bundle offers four algorithm
based plug-ins along with over 220 of the most versatile and finelycrafted studio presets that are sure to change the way you color your mix,
forever.
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LXP NATIVE REVERB BUNDLE KEY FEATURES:
99 4 classic Lexicon reverb plug-ins
99 Over 220 finely-crafted studio presets
99 Intuitive user-interface provides easy 		
access to key parameters
99 Multi-platform compatibility (Windows 7, 		
Vista and XP; Mac OS X 10.4, 10.5, 10.6)
99 Formats that work seamlessly in any VST®, 		
Audio Unit™ or RTAS® compatible DAW
99 Full parameter control and automation

99 Graphical real-time display illustrates the 		
reverb tail, frequency content and impulse 		
response
99 Presets can be stored in a DAW-			
independent format that can easily be 		
transferred to a different DAW
99 Input and output meters for quick 			
assessment of audio levels
99 iLok authorized
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iLok protected software
iLok USB smart key not included

The striking user-interface is extremely intuitive and enables you to easily access the most logical parameters for customization,
but also provides the ability to transition deeper into the algorithm to edit a full matrix of parameters. Presets can be saved
in a DAW independent format which makes it straightforward for you to take your personalized presets with you to any
studio. To help shape your individual sound, a multi-dimensional real-time display offers three different views to provide
additional information into the reverb tail, frequency content or impulse response.
This powerful reverb bundle is a collection of Lexicon’s four most popular reverbs that are now available as efficient, multiplatform native software plug-ins within popular DAWs such as Pro Tools®, Logic® and Cubase® as well as with any other
VST®, Audio Unit™ or RTAS® compatible host. Place just one instance of the LXP Native Reverb into your mix and you will
instantly recognize the depth of fullness that separates Lexicon from all others.

COMPUTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
Macintosh Hardware
99 Mac Power PC G5 1.8 GHz or any Intel
99 1GB RAM
99 250MB of available disk space
99 Screen resolution of 1280x800 or greater
99 Apple combo drive or SuperDrive

Windows Hardware
99 A PC with a 1.6 GHz Intel or AMD processor
99 1GB RAM
99 100MB of available disk space
99 Screen resolution of 1280x800 or greater
99 CD-ROM or DVD drive

Macintosh Software
99 Mac OS X version 10.4.10 or later
99 Any platform supporting Audio Units
99 Any platform supporting VST 2.4 or later
99 Any Pro Tools version from 7.3 or later

Windows Software
99 Windows 7, Vista and XP
99 Any platform supporting VST 2.4 or later
99 Any Pro Tools version from 7.3 or later
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